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Abstract
It is seen that preplanned protection cycles (p-cycles) have emerged as a viable
scheme for recovery from failure in mesh networks. Though, the benefits of p-cycles are
well established, yet there has been no systematic analysis of how much bandwidth they
consume in comparison with the classical shared link or with path protection schemes. It
is observed that, even enumerating a huge number of cycles, not necessarily a guarantee
for obtaining good quality solutions with the Integer Linear Programming (ILP) models.
In the present work, a scalable, optimal and capacity efficient survivable technique
(SOCEST) has been formulated and proposed which outperforms the existing ones in
terms of capacity efficiency as well as in terms of traffic recovery speed. The proposed
new framework is found to be efficient than existing schemes since it adds one or two
links rather than constructing a new p-cycle. Moreover, it is faster w.r.t to provisioning
since it does not require finding new cycles in the network and this makes it more
beneficial for supporting dynamic traffic. Extensive experiments have been conducted for
comparison. Simulation results show that the presented work outperforms the previous
methods in terms of capacity efficiency as well as redundancy.
Keywords: optical networks; protection; network survivability; WDM

1. Introduction
WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing) networks have gained tremendous
popularity due to their ability to tap the enormous amount of bandwidth in an optical
fiber. Their growing popularity and bandwidth capacity have made survivability in these
networks an important aspect.WDM mesh networks are promising as next-generation
backbone networks as its intelligence, scalability and huge-bandwidth. Due to its highspeed characteristic, a single fiber cut may lead to huge data and revenue loss. WDM
mesh networks are prone to failure [1-2]. Therefore, WDM mesh optical network
survivability against a single failure is a very important issue in the design of WDM mesh
networks.
A key driver for optical networking technology has been the sustainment of the
internet growth. Researchers have contributed with many advances in optical wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM) equipment and networking architectures to meet these
Internet traffic needs, leading to an optical technology that currently offers immense
bandwidth scalability. Given the immense scale of WDM networks and how much
downtime can cost a business, service survivability issues are of paramount importance.
The design of a mesh WDM network usually proceeds in two steps, firstly the
establishment of the working (or routing) paths with the objective of minimizing the
working capacity or the equipment cost. Secondly, protection paths are set in order to
offer resilience against failures. It is well known that fiber cuts are the dominant failure
pattern and that protection against single link failure is a reasonable assumption. In
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literature, there are two approaches namely ring and mesh to survivable network design.
Ring restoration uses the protection of the fiber running in the opposite direction to the
working flow for protection. Ring restoration schemes can be designed in multiple ways.
They can be line switched or path switched unidirectional or bi-directional. The main
quality of rings is that they can perform very fast switching of the order of 50ms.However
they suffer from a main drawback of requiring at least 100% spare capacity. Protection
paths are usually pre-connected and hence can provide fast restoration. Also they suffer
from the limitation that the traffic can only be routed on the ring. Mesh restoration is
more capacity efficient. Dynamic state dependent routing mechanisms are used that make
each unit of spare capacity reusable. Also in a mesh network the traffic can be routed
independent of the topology of the network using shortest path algorithms. However cost
of this efficiency is increased delay. Restoration in a mesh network can take as much as
two seconds to restore a span. Each of these mechanisms has its own tradeoffs. For
WDM-networks, p-cycles can provide fast protection switching times and achieve high
resource efficiency. The p -cycles based networks allow us to utilize the advantages of
both rings as well as mesh networks. They are fast, efficient and allow the traffic flow to
be routed independent of the protection topology. They have been proven to be most
efficient pre-connected protection mechanisms. Several survivability strategies can be
found in the literature, all based on a set of features that have an impact on the network
operation. A survivable network can either use a protection or a restoration scheme. In a
protection scheme, the redundant resources are pre-computed and reserved in advance. On
the opposite, restoration schemes take action in real time, including resource allocation
and path cross-connections, based on the failure and the state of the network at the time of
failure. While restoration schemes are usually more bandwidth efficient because they do
not allocate spare capacity in advance, protection schemes have faster restoration time and
can always guarantee recovery from failure. Link protection (restoration) consists in
protecting each link as one entity, regardless of the connection demands that go through
it, while path protection (restoration) protects each demand individually by providing a
surviving protection path between its end nodes. Although path protection (restoration)
schemes lead to an efficient utilization of backup resources, they also lead to a longer
failure detection and recovery than link protection (restoration). Moreover, survivability
mechanisms can either use dedicated capacity, where spare capacity for each link or path
is exclusively allocated or shared capacity, where spare capacity can be shared among
several protection paths under the single failure assumption. The key advantage of preconfigured protection cycles or p-cycles lies in their switching speed and simplicity,
similar to ring networks, as the protection paths around the surviving portions of the cycle
are pre-connected at the outset and the only required switching actions take place at the
end nodes of the failure. A p-cycle is a promising approach for survivable design in
WDM networks because of its ability to achieve ring-link recovery speed while
maintaining the capacity efficiency of a mesh-restorable network [3-4]. A p-cycle is a preconfigured cycle formed out of the spare capacity in the network, which occupies one unit
of spare capacity on each on-cycle span. Like a self-healing ring, a p-cycle provides one
restoration path for every on-cycle span; unlike a self-healing ring, a p-cycle also provides
two restoration paths for every straddling span-a span whose two end nodes are on the
cycle but itself is not on the cycle. Due to the highly combinatorial nature of p-cycle
designs, nearly all studies are based on an explicit enumeration of cycles, resulting in
difficulties for assessing the quality of the solutions provided by the resulting huge ILP
models. The p-cycles are fully pre-connected cyclic protection structures with pre-planned
spare capacity. When a link failure occurs, only the two end nodes of the failed link
perform protection switching. Unlike rings, p-cycles protect against straddling link
failures, enabling two protection paths, one on each half of the cycle, with only one unit
of spare capacity. The p-cycles also provide protection against failures on links over the
ring itself. Under a link protection scheme, the interrupted traffic is rerouted only around
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the failed link. Thus, the total amount of working traffic on each link is considered for
protection, regardless of the connections going through it. Link-protecting p-cycles were
extended with the goal of providing end-to-end path protection, originating the Failure
Independent Path-Protecting (FIPP) p-cycles [5-7]. Under FIPP p-cycles, the cyclic
protection structures can be shared by a set of working paths for protection as long as the
working paths or their protection paths are mutually disjoint in this set. Path protection
consists in protecting each demand individually by providing a protection path, diversely
routed from its working path. In case of a link failure, a notification signal is sent to the
end nodes of each connection traversing the failed link in order for them to switch the
traffic over from the working path to the protection path. Shared Backup Path Protection
(SBPP) is a failure independent path protection scheme where the connections on the
affected working paths are switched to predefined and diversely routed protection paths.
Cross-connection operations to set up the protection paths are performed at the time of the
failure. Unlike 1+1 protection, SBPP allows the spare capacity allocated to protection
routes to be shared over failure-disjoint working paths. In a network with nodes and links
there is a capacity (Cij) associated with each link (ij). Also each link carries a traffic which
is the working capacity (Wij) of the link. This working capacity is always less than or
equal to the capacity of the link. Spare Capacity (Sij) of a link is the difference between
the total and the working capacity of the link. The p-cycles are made out of this spare
capacity. These p-cycles are used to protect the working capacity in case link fails. The pcycles protect both on cycle and straddling links. The main reason to the efficiency of a p
cycle is straddling link protection which is effectively obtained free of cost and the speed
of restoration is inherited from their ring like structure.

Figure 1. Formation of a p-cycle in a Network
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Background and related work is
reviewed in section II. Then, a proposed scheme named as a scalable, optimal and
capacity efficient survivable technique (SOCEST) has been developed as well as
described in section III. Section IV gives the simulation results. Finally, the paper has
been concluded along with future directions in section V.

2. Background and Related Work
The interruption of service for even a short time may have disastrous consequences
unless the channel failure is immediately recovered. For this reason, survivability against
network failures is a particularly important issue. Network failures basically occur at
either nodes or links of the network. Link failure is caused by cable cuts while node
failure refers to the failure of components at the network nodes. The survivability of a
network refers to a network's capability to provide continuous service and maintain
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quality of service in the presence of such failures. Many researchers have investigated the
issue of network survivability. Survivability should guarantee maximum restorability to
provide quality of service (QoS) against failures. There exists both pre-planned protection
and dynamic restoration mechanisms in survivability. Dynamic protection methods are
not able to guarantee 100% protection, but offers faster restoration time [8].Pre-planned
protections, however, provide 100% protection by reserving alternative paths in advance
[8-9]; hence this mechanism is a more interesting development in survivable networks.
Pre-configured protection cycle (p-cycle) has been developed to utilize the advantages of
both ring and mesh protection mechanisms. It benefits from the fast restoration time of
ring mechanisms and the capacity efficiency of mesh mechanism. A p-cycle protection
makes it possible to achieve low spare capacity by determining an appropriate set of pcycles [10-11]. However, determination of the optimal set of p-cycles for protection is an
NP-hard problem. Existing approaches for solving the p-cycle problem are through the
use of an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model [12-13]. The ILP model achieves the
optimal solution in terms of minimizing the spare capacity while maintaining 100%
protection. However, the ILP model becomes intractable with large scale networks where
the number of possible variables is very high. This gives the motivation to investigate
heuristic approaches for p-cycle network design. Simple and efficient heuristic methods
are greatly desirable. One of the most important issues in the network optimization
problem is capacity utilization. It is generally evaluated by measuring the redundancy.
Low redundancy is more efficient than high redundancy due to the fact that high
redundancy requires large spare capacity to protect against failures. A p-cycle protection
offers useful restoration paths depending on the relationship to the failed link. Searching
suitable paths is an important issue in p-cycle protection since efficient paths can offer
better capacity efficiency. A comprehensive comparison has been shown (table.1)
between ring, mesh and p-cycle protection mechanisms.
Table 1. Comparison of Ring, Mesh and p-cycle Protection Mechanisms
Attribute(s)
Restoration time
Redundancy
Network design
Capacity efficiency
Cost

Ring
50 - 60msec
100% - 200%
simple
low
low

Mesh
100msec - 2sec
50 - 70 %
complex
high
high

p-cycle
50 - 60msec
50 - 70 %
simple
high
low

A p-cycle protection makes it possible to minimize the redundant capacity by
determining an appropriate set of p-cycles. However, determining an efficient and
sufficient set of p-cycles is difficult. Many researchers have investigated how to construct
suitable candidate p-cycles for solving this optimization problem. Two versions of the
optimization have been investigated the non-joint version and the joint version [6-7]. The
objective of the joint version is to minimize the total capacity. It minimizes working
capacity and spare capacity jointly by using p-cycles while maximizing the restorability.
On the other hand, the non-joint version minimizes the working capacity and spare
capacity separately. That is, after the distribution of working capacity in the non-joint
version is known, a set of candidate p-cycles is computed to minimize spare capacity with
maximum protection capability. According to the literature, the joint version of
optimization may achieve better capacity utilization but has a higher complexity and
requires a longer computation time. Besides link protection, p-cycles has been extended to
protect segments and paths in [8-11]. Reference [9] proposed a Failure Independent PathProtecting (FIPP) p-cycle which is a more capacity efficient protection strategy than link
protecting p-cycle. Recently, the author of [14] introduced a new 1+N protection scheme
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against single-link failures by combining network coding and p-cycles. Besides p-cycles,
other pre-configured structures are also used for fast recovery, such as non-simple pcycle, p-trails, p-trees and Cooperative Fast Protection (CFP) [12-14]. A cycle is a nonsimple cycle if one or more node on the cycle is traversed by the cycle more than twice.
The study in [13] reveals that the major capacity gain of non-simple p-cycles over simple
p-cycles lies in small networks with lightly-loaded traffic. In [15], the authors extended
traditional p-tree by adding links to form a more flexible protection pattern, such as
cycles, trails or trees. It is a link-based protection scheme and provides higher protection
capacity than link-protecting simple and non-simple p-cycles. However, the short
recovery time cannot always be guaranteed due to the flexibility of the protection
structure. The authors in [16] enhanced the protection capacity utilization by solving the
backhaul problem, in which the same link is traversed twice in opposite directions by the
protection path before reaching the destination after a link failure. However, it suffers
from longer switch reconfiguration time due to the fact that all failure-aware nodes need
to carry out protection switching after failure detection. Regardless of the protection
schemes, the trade-off between the capacity efficiency and failure recovery speed always
exists [17-21].

3. Proposed Scalable, Optimal and Capacity Efficient Survivable
Technique (SOCEST) for Optical Network
Single link failure is easy to protect using p-cycles. However with the increasing size
of networks today, simultaneous double failures are not uncommon. Designing p-cycle
based networks to protect against such failures is gaining importance. In the present work,
a scalable, optimal and capacity efficient survivable technique (SOCEST) has been
proposed .This new framework is more efficient since it adds one or two links rather than
constructing a new p-cycle. The proposed technique investigates the possibility of using a
heuristic method in order to achieve the best performance in terms of computational
complexity. Computation time and the capacity utilization are managed by the proposed
scheme (SOCEST) to achieve the desired restorability. Consequently, it ensures better
protection while minimizing the total spare capacity and reducing computation time.
The following is the detailed description and working of the analytical model of the
proposed scheme (SOCEST) for WDM systems.
1) A network physical topology is considered as an undirected graph G (V, E),
where V is a set of network nodes and E is a set of network spans.
2) The topology obtained after aggregation is composed of all border nodes, which
are connected by virtual links. Each pair of border nodes within a domain is
connected by a virtual link. A virtual link connecting a pair of border nodes
corresponds to the set of primary lightpaths interconnecting these nodes in the
physical topology. An integer is associated with each virtual link indicating the
numbers of primary lightpaths existing between the two border nodes. Two
virtual links have to be physically disjointed, which means that the light-paths
connecting one pair of border nodes must be disjointed from all the lightpaths
between any other pair of border nodes. For each link, an integer value indicating
the working capacity of the link is associated.
3) The network configuration process of p-cycles in proposed scheme has been
framed as follows. First, a given demand for connections is routed through the
network, so that the links reserve (working) capacity for the demands. The spare
capacity of the links is the remaining available capacity. Then the p-cycles are
formed in the spare capacity of the network. The set of link p-cycles is chosen
such that for every link the working connections are protected by p-cycles of
corresponding capacity. The routing of the demands has to be adapted, if a
protecting set of p-cycles cannot be found.
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4) In the proposed scheme, working paths and protection cycles are provisioned
jointly such that the minimum total cost is achieved.
5) Each unicast session is bidirectional with a unitary traffic rate (one wavelength)
and the traffic in both directions has to be routed through the same paths and
protected. Each span has enough wavelengths and each node is equipped with
wavelength converters over all wavelengths such that wavelength continuity is
not required in the network.
6) In order for the network to survive any single span failure and to minimize the
spare capacity required for protecting a given working capacity distribution, the
candidate cycles in the proposed scheme protect all spans in the network. That is,
each span is either on an on-cycle span or a straddling span of some candidate
cycle with high efficiency (efficiency means a priori efficiency).
7) A network is represented by a graph G = (V, E) where V is the set of nodes V =
{v1, v2, v3.......vN} and | | = N and E is the set of edges or link (L), E = {e1, e2,
e3.......eN} and | | = L.
8) A failure may be of a single link el E or a single node vn V or a group of
multiple links or multiple nodes or a combination of links and nodes. Sub-graph
routing is a proactive fault tolerant technique that ensures 100% restoration for all
failure scenarios, included in set „F‟, for which the network is designed.
9) A sub-graph
derived from a network G = (V, E) is created for each
of the failure scenarios fk
F by removing all the edges contained within the
failure set.
10) Mathematically,
where Vk = V and Ek = E - fk. For a connection
entering a sub-graph fault tolerant network, it must be successfully routed in all
the sub-graphs. If it cannot be routed for any Gk, then the request is blocked, as it
would not be protected against all failure cases. The original graph G = (V, E) is
assumed to be as the base network.
11) The base network's constituent sub-graphs
are conceptual graphs as
they only maintain a state of the base network.
12) The proposed scheme avoids the computationally hard step of cycle enumeration
at each step. It is based on the observation that a p-cycle may be seen as a
combination of two node disjoint paths between a straddling span. A basic
condition for this to happen is that both the end nodes have a degree of 3 at least.
The following is the pseudo code of the proposed SOCEST scheme for optical networks.
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Input: Network topology, Graph G = (V, E), failure set F = {f1, f2, f3.......fk} and a set of requests R.
: Overlap segment source
: Overlap segment destination
: Wavelength of overlap segment
Output: Set of candidate p-cycles to route a request Rk, unprotected working capacity (W)
Check network condition
S number of spans in the network
Create sub-graphs
where Vk = V and Ek = E - fk
fk F
Attempt routing the connection on each sub-graph Gk.
if the connection is accepted in all sub-graphs then the connection is accepted in the base network
else the connection is dropped from the network
while sum of W is not zero do
calculate for each candidate cycle, R (Redundancy)

∑
∑

, where

indicates the number of units of working

capacity on span and
is the corresponding number of spare capacity units on span . Remove the working capacity of
the selected p-cycle from W
end while
for i = 1 to | | do
search two shortest disjoint path between two end nodes of span i
determine a p-cycle using the two paths found
end for
for w
1 to W do
if w
then
compare links of overlap segment and
osod
if Links are the same then
relocate overlap segment to
else relocate overlap segment on
end if
end if
end for

Since the number of cycles increases exponentially with network sizes, all the cycles
are not enumerated in a given network formulation. Instead, the flow variables form the
cycles in the proposed scheme. The source and destination nodes of the session connect to
only one span used by each path, but each intermediate node is connected by two adjacent
spans. The working and backup paths of any session are link-disjoint to survive any
single-link failure. The cycle constraints make sure that each node on the cycle is passed
twice by on-cycle spans. The proposed scheme (SOCEST) is found to be more efficient
than existing schemes since it add one or two links, rather than constructing a new pcycle. The proposed scheme (SOCEST) proved to be efficient and provided promising
results. Also another key point here is that protection against multiple failures is provided
without adding extra capacity to the network using the same cost and thus more protection
is obtained.
Moreover, it provides fast provision since it does not require finding new cycles in the
network and this also makes it more suitable for dynamic traffic.

4. Performance Evaluation
The node-pair is interconnected by a bi-directional fiber link. Each network node is
assumed to have the wavelength conversion capacity. All simulations were run on a
DELL Quadri Dual Core Xeon processor with 4GB of RAM. Matlab is used to solve the
ILP formulations. The traffic demand is uniformly distributed among all source–
destination pairs. Each demand requests one unit of capacity. The working capacities on
the network links are obtained by routing each demand over the shortest path. Also in the
simulation, it is assumed that request arrival follows a poisson process with an average
arrival rate λ and the request holding time follows an exponential distribution with an
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average holding time μ. Thus, the offered traffic load for the network is given by λ/μ. The
results for network traffic simulations have been obtained using the software Network
Simulator [22] and for analytic results, data processing and plotting are carried out using
standard commercial software. Computational complexity is an important factor when
evaluating any survivable scheme. It is defined as the time it takes for an algorithm to find
a solution. If an algorithm can achieve a near optimal solution with acceptable
computational complexity, it will likely be a desirable solution to the problem. It is
assumed that the original lightpath establishment is on the route with the minimum
number of hops between source-destination nodes, i.e., the route with the shortest hop
length. The processing delay for handling each restoration request on each node is
assumed to be equal to 6 microseconds. Link transmission rate is 2.5Gb/s. Each node
maintains global network state information for routing and this information is periodically
updated. The network topology (l1nodes and 23links) used for the simulation is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Simulated Network Topology (l1nodes and 23links)
A performance criterion for each metric is computed according to the traffic load. For
each traffic load value, 5×105 requests were generated. This number of requests is enough
to measure blocking probability, resource utilization and average computation time with a
95% confidence interval. The physical parameters used for the simulated network are
shown in table.2.
Table 2. Physical Parameters used for the Simulated Network
S.No.
1.
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Attribute
Signal peak power

Numerical Value
2 mW

2.

Bit duration

100 ps (10 Gbps)

3.

Pulse shape

NRZ

4.

Adjacent port crosstalk

−25 dB

5.

Non adj. port crosstalk

−50dB

6.

Fiber loss

0.2 dB/km

7.

Linear dispersion

15 ps/nm/km

8.

Noise factor

2

9.

Receiver electrical bandwidth

7 GHz

10.

Minimum Q factor

6

11.

Span length

80 Km
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In the proposed work, the comparison is based on the redundancy of the network.
Redundancy is a measure of architectural efficiency for survivable networks and is
measured by the ratio of spare to working cost. In other words, the more redundant is the
design, the more protection cost it requires. As shown in Figure3, the redundancy is
reduced for all design methods as the network average nodal degree increases. The
proposed scheme achieves the lowest redundancy and conventional protection schemes
have the highest redundancy. When the nodal degree is relatively small, the difference in
the redundancy between proposed scheme and conventional protection schemes is
significant. When the nodal degree increases, the difference becomes smaller. That is, the
proposed scheme is superior to conventional protection schemes, especially when the
network nodal degree is relatively small.
140
Conventional protection schemes
Proposed scheme

Redundancy(%)------>

120

100

80

60

40

20

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

Average Nodal Degree------->

Figure 3. Redundancy Vs. Average Nodal Degree
Capacity redundancy is defined as the ratio of spare capacity usage over working
capacity usage. As shown in Figure4, the redundancy is decreased when more candidate
p-cycles are selected. For conventional protection schemes, the redundancy is high when
less candidate p-cycles are selected. However, proposed scheme is better than
conventional protection schemes. The main reason is that conventional protection
schemes consider the topological relationship between a p-cycle and a network, but
without any other aspects like traffic demand pattern and traffic flow characteristics of the
network, where as the proposed scheme considers not only topology information, but also
how the traffic demand routing on the p-cycles. It is seen that the proposed scheme shows
less capacity redundancy (more capacity efficient) than conventional protection schemes.
The differences of capacity redundancy between proposed scheme and conventional
protection schemes range from 7% to 10%. The result suggests that proposed scheme is
an efficient protection approach for both link and node protection against a single failure.
The larger the p-cycle is, the more likely it is to enable working paths share the protection
path against a single node failure. As the resulting solution requires less distinct p-cycles
thus it is more capacity efficient and also outperforms conventional protection schemes in
terms of management.
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Figure 4. Redundancy Vs. No. of Candidate Cycles
Figure 5 plots the blocking probability against various traffic load (arrival rate per
node in erlangs) for the proposed scheme (SOCEST) and conventional protection
schemes. As the arrival rate increases, the blocking probability increases but in less
proportion as compared to conventional protection schemes because of the scarcity of
network resources at higher arrival rates.
0.35
Conventional protection schemes
Proposed Scheme

Blocking probability---->

0.30

0.25

0.20
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0.10

0.05

0.00
20

40

60

80

Arrival rate---------->

Figure 5. Blocking Probability vs. Arrival Rate
To assess the speed of the proposed scheme, performance metric average computation
time has been considered for setting up a multicast request. The average computation time
in the proposed (SOCEST) scheme is very low compared with that of the existing
protection scheme (as shown in fig 6). This is due to the availability of reasonable number
of optimum-cycles for providing resiliency in the network.
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1.8
Conventional protection schemes
Proposed Scheme ( without heuristic method)
Proposed Scheme (with heuristic method)
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Figure 6. Performance Comparison of Average Computation Time

5. Conclusion and Future Scope
In the proposed work, a scalable, optimal and capacity efficient survivable technique
(SOCEST) has been proposed with a motive on balancing towards optimality of solution
and computational complexity. The objective of the proposed scheme is to perform a fair
and accurate comparison based on optimal or near optimal design solutions. The
simulation results indicate that the proposed (SOCEST) scheme outperforms the
traditional protection schemes in terms of blocking probability, computation time and
redundancy. More redundant designs are less capacity efficient and consequently, less
costly. Although p-cycle designs are more redundant than classical protection schemes,
yet the proposed scheme is an attractive choice from the operational point of view. This
scheme also achieves near optimal solutions within acceptable computational complexity.
Numerical results show that an improvement in capacity redundancy from 15 to 20 %
over the previous methods has been observed by using the proposed scheme. Future
efforts will look at developing more detailed optimization models to derive lower bounds
on achievable performance.
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